When does IHL apply? Is it possible to have a non-international armed conflict only in certain parts of the territory of a State? Can fighting against a terrorist organization amount to an armed conflict? Is one drone attack sufficient for the existence of an armed conflict?

Does it matter who or what is the target of the attack?

This month, delve deeper into when, where and to whom IHL applies and find out more about current challenges surrounding its scope of application.

The application of IHL triggers a wide range of protective rules to the benefit of the persons affected by armed conflict. Determining to what, when, where and to whom it applies is therefore crucial – and yet it remains challenging, especially in the complexity of modern warfare, where new technological developments, fragmentation of weapons bearers and other factors seem to blur the traditional classification of armed conflicts.

For an overview of the topic, read the related chapter on Fundamentals of IHL [1]. You can also explore the challenges of the application of IHL in five new practical cases:

- UN, Statement of a Special Rapporteur on Drone Attacks [2]
- United States, Use of Armed Drones for Extraterritorial Targeted Killings [3]
- Malaysia/Philippines, Conflict over the Sultanate of Sulu [4]
- Turkey/Iraq, Turkish Military Operations in Northern Iraq [5]
• Syria/Turkey/Lebanon [6]

See also other reference cases on the matter:
• Iraq, the End of Occupation [8]
• Israel/Lebanon/Hezbollah Conflict in 2006 [9]
• ICJ, Nicaragua v. United States [10]


For further insights on the topic, consult also the issue of the International Review of the Red Cross on The Scope of the Law in Armed Conflict [16] and the related Panel Discussion [17]. You may as well be interested in the course of Prof. Marco Sassòli on classification of conflicts and the issue of scope of the battlefield [18].
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